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In Hong Kong, how long does copyright last after the author dies?

- 25 years: X
- 50 years: ✓
- 70 years: X

94%
Does copyright extend internationally?

- Yes: 88%
- No: 12%
Do I need to register my copyright?

- Yes: 22%
- No: 78%
Is multimedia work under copyright protection?

- Yes: 95%
- No: 15%
I’m eligible for fair dealing exemptions as long as it’s for educational purpose.
As an academic staff, who owns the copyright of my publications?

- 2% Me as author
- 2% The publisher
- 18% My employer
- 71% It depends
Thank you for coming today

Interesting game,

Excellent course

What about the copyright arrangement in singing contest?

Very easy understanding and communication of the Copyright Ordinance. Great to meet such a responsible, while hearted and talented lecturer in HK. From IPD